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  Executive summary_  

The 2019/20 Annual Report outlines the activities of the Community and Public Sector Union/Civil 

Service Association of Western Australia (CPSU/CSA) for the past financial year, which was unique 

in the history of our union. COVID19 changed our lives and challenged the public sector in 

previously unimaginable ways.  In this uncertain time, CPSU/CSA members have provided security 

and stability to Western Australians who rely on public services.   

As the public health emergency unfolded in early 2020, members across the sector adapted to 

deliver high-quality, vital services in a rapidly evolving context.  Together with workplace delegates 

and union staff, they also worked tirelessly to protect the conditions, health and safety of public 

sector workers across the state. Important fights were won in workplaces for social distancing 

protections, remote work arrangements, and personal protective equipment. 

The cumulative effect of this work was the establishment of new standards and conditions, 

significantly including 14 days of paid coronavirus leave for WA public sector workers.  This has 

enabled employees including casuals to self-isolate without being financially disadvantaged and, in 

doing so, protect the health and safety of their colleagues by limiting the risk of COVID19 

transmission in the workplace. 

As the crisis eased in WA, the CPSU/CSA contributed to the Government’s review of the COVID19 

response and plans for social and economic recovery.  Union staff drew on information from more 

than 3000 member interactions over the three months from March to June 2020 to provide input 

to round-tables and other consultative forums on; Health, Mental Health, Training, and Workforce 

Development, Women, Regional Communities, Vulnerable People, Housing and Construction and 

public sector capacity.  This work culminated in the provision of two written submissions, the 

CPSU/CSA Contribution Public Sector COVID Recovery and CPSU/CSA Summary Paper in response 

to Ministerial Roundtables, to the Government. 

Throughout the disruption caused by COVID19, our union maintained a focus on becoming a 

growing, active, member-led union that builds power to win through the implementation of the 

CPSU/CSA Strategic Plan 2020-2022.  The Strategic Plan was endorsed by our governing Council in 



 

 

December 2019 and, despite the challenging context, work was undertaken in the first half of 2020 

on foundational pieces required to support member-led activity, including; 

● a modernised delegate training curriculum; 

● the streamlining and rationalisation of industrial instruments; 

● revamped digital and print resources, the new database and website; and 

● the adoption of new organising approaches which better support members and delegates 

to build power in their workplace. 

We look forward to progressively implementing further initiatives arising from the Strategic Plan 

throughout the remainder of 2020.   

Finally, the Public Sector CSA Agreement 2019 and associated satellite Agreements, were registered 

in the 2019/20 financial year and delivered groundbreaking new conditions for public sector 

workers. CPSU/CSA members are to be congratulated on this significant win.  These Agreements 

are due for renewal in June 2021, and significant work will be required to ensure their 

replacements support public sector workers to help our state through the challenges to come.  

Members will be involved in this work over the coming months as we prepare for the 

commencement of bargaining. 

Public sector workers truly keep Western Australia going.  CPSU/CSA members supported WA 

through a complex 2019/20 and will lead our state into COVID recovery as we move into the next 

financial year.  It is an honour and a privilege to lead the union that represents you, and we look 

forward to continuing to work alongside you to build your collective power and to win on the 

issues that matter in 2020/21. 

Yours in unity,  

 

Brian Dodds          Rikki Hendon 

Branch President   Branch Secretary 



 

 

  Financial Year in Focus_   

COVID19 response  
During the COVID19 crisis, Western Australia has been fortunate to experience low rates of 

infection.  However, there has been a significant ongoing disruption to our members and their 

communities.  From the point of the earliest emergence of COVID19 in WA, the CPSU/CSA worked 

to address the impact of the pandemic on the public sector and the broader community. 

Additional paid leave to provide COVID19 relief 

In response to the pandemic, the CPSU/CSA and all unions strongly urged the state government to 

introduce explicit additional paid leave provisions for all people working in the public sector, 

including those in insecure work.  

After pressure from union members, the McGowan Government announced 20 days of paid 

COVID19 Leave for all public sector workers, including casual employees.  

Western Australian public sector workers now have the right to access COVID19 leave in 

combination with other leave types for self-isolation; without exhausting existing personal leave 

first. 

A combination of COVID19 and other appropriate leave types can be accessed if you are sick, have 

caring responsibilities, are required to self-isolate, or are unable to attend work for other reasons 

such as widespread disruption to transport or workplace access.  

This win was made possible by union members and will continue to benefit workers and their 

families across the public sector.  

Work from home 

From the beginning of the COVID19 crisis, the CPSU/CSA engaged with both government and 

public sector leadership to ensure the health and safety of public sector workers.  As the infection 

rates rose in WA, the union pursued the rapid implementation of home-based work arrangements 

in line with the recommendations of the Australian Health Protection Principal Committee. 

Inconsistent employer application of direction from Public Sector Labor Relations resulted in many 

members having their applications for remote work denied.  With the assistance of delegates and 

union staff, many of these members challenged work from home rejections and were subsequently 

granted access to remote work arrangements.  Figures obtained from the Public Sector 



 

 

Commission indicate approximately one-third of public sector workers have engaged in working 

from home arrangements throughout the COVID19 public health emergency.  

Ensuring safe workplaces 

Many CPSU/CSA members work in areas of the sector which require ongoing in-person attendance 

to provide continuity of service to vulnerable Western Australians.  Your union was in frequent 

contact with public sector leaders regarding the availability and provision of personal protective 

equipment (PPE), the configuration of workspaces to enable physical distancing, and the 

implementation of altered work practices to maximise safety in the workplace. 

CPSU/CSA resources were provided to members to assist with documenting and lodging Work 

Health and Safety hazards and concerns with employers, under legislative and regulatory 

processes. 

Responses to the reduction of hours 

During the COVID19 crisis, some pockets of membership engaged on casual contracts had their 

hours dramatically reduced or ceased altogether. Delegates, members and union staff fought hard 

to ensure that casual workers were given protection during these uncertain times.  Through these 

efforts, our union secured the extension of COVID19 leave in circumstances where operations had 

been altered and shifts impacted by COVID19.  The leave was calculated on a regular pattern of 

shifts before the reduction in hours.  In addition, the union successfully facilitated the redirection of 

numerous casual members to meaningful alternate work in the sector. 

Workforce mobilisation program 

On 7 May 2020, the Public Sector Commission advised it was undertaking work to establish a 

“Workforce Mobilisation Program” (WMP) to facilitate the “short-term placement of available staff 

with agencies where they are needed most to meet government priorities in a rapidly changing 

context.”  Draft material on the WMP was received on 8 May 2020 and reviewed by your union, 

who sought clarification on how the WMP would operate from an industrial legal perspective. 

The “SWITCH” mobility initiative was then trialed in 20 government departments to support 

response and recovery related to the COVID19 pandemic.  The union has continued to advocate 

for members’ industrial rights and entitlements to be observed throughout the operation of the 

mobilisation program. 



 

 

Return to the workplace 

In May, both the Australian Federal Government and Western Australian State Government 

announced their phased plans to ease some restrictions.  Premier Mark McGowan released WA’s 

then four-phased roadmap to lift COVID19 restrictions.  This roadmap included a progressive 

return to work and a process of restarting the state's economy. 

The CPSU/CSA wrote to all public sector employers seeking a safety-focused and consultative 

approach to transitioning employees back to the workplace and to prevent the resumption of 

practices that may pose an increased risk.  This process focused on limiting the practice of activity-

based working, or “hot-desking.”   

Responses were received from many employers identifying which steps would be taken to support 

the transition for members.  Formal responses from employers were forwarded to delegates with 

an accompanying survey to gather views about their adequacy and ascertain the need for further 

action.  

The questionnaire results indicated that delegates were mostly satisfied with their employers’ 

return to work procedures.  However, physical distancing in the workplace (spacing of 

workstations), reasonable accommodation of individual health vulnerabilities, and agencies’ 

capacity to respond in the event of a second wave remained significant concerns.  During Phase 3 

and 4 restrictions, union members’ collective power has retained the right for vulnerable 

individuals to defer their return to the workplace. 

Social and economic recovery 

Following the first wave of the COVID19 public health emergency, Premier McGowan publicly 

announced the establishment of consultative mechanisms to inform the development of a State 

Recovery Plan for Western Australia. Among these were a series of Ministerial roundtable 

discussions that stakeholders would participate in by invitation.  Your union pro-actively reached 

out to various Ministers to participate in these forums and secured attendance at the Housing and 

Construction, People with Disability, and Health roundtables.  Participation enabled the CPSU/CSA 

to communicate the experiences and insights of members and understand the competing 

stakeholder interests in these portfolios.  In-person input at the roundtables was supplemented 

with written submissions. 

Additionally, the CPSU/CSA attended a briefing with representatives of the Department of Training 

and Workforce Development, North Metropolitan TAFE, South Metropolitan TAFE, and UnionsWA.  

This meeting ran as a supplement to the Skills, Training, and Workforce Development Ministerial 



 

 

briefing.  The CPSU/CSA also attended a union leaders meeting held by Minister McGurk in early 

July to address COVID19 issues related to her portfolio responsibilities. 

In addition to participating in the Ministerial roundtables and other consultation forums outlined 

above, the CPSU/CSA engaged with DWER Director General, Mike Rowe, who was commissioned 

to undertake a review of the public sector COVID19 response and recovery. Both verbal feedback 

and a written submission were provided on behalf of the union. 

A summary of how we have formally contributed to the COVID19 State Recovery Plan for Western 

Australia is listed over-page. 

Ministerial Roundtables       

Subject Minister(s) Representative Date 

Housing and Construction Peter Tinley and Rita Saffioti R Hendon 12 June 

People with Disability Stephen Dawson M Bray 17 June 

Health Roger Cook R Hendon 19 June 

 

Other Forums 

Forum Participants Date 

UnionsWA affiliates meeting 

with COVID19 Recovery 

Skills, Training and 

Workforce Development 

Review Team 

Anne Driscoll (DG DTWD), Michelle Hoad (MD 

NMT), Terry Durant (MD SMT), Meredith Hammat 

(UnionsWA), Owen Whittle (UnionsWA) and Rikki 

Hendon (CPSU/CSA) 

18 June 

Public Sector Impact, 

Challenges, and 

Opportunities 

Mike Rowe (DG DWER), Alex Lyon (PSLR), Lindsay 

Warner (PSC), Matthew Hammond (DPC). 

18 June 

Human services unions 

meeting with Minister 

Minister Simone McGurk, Meredith Hammat 

(UnionsWA), Jill Hugo (ASU) and Rikki Hendon 

(CPSU/CSA) 

2 July* 

 



 

 

Written submissions   

Paper     Date 

CPSU/CSA Contribution Public Sector COVID19 Recovery 19 June 

CPSU/CSA Summary Paper in response to Ministerial Roundtables 9 July* 

*Occurred in the 2020/21 Financial Year 

Public sector wages 

The CPSU/CSA, together with other public sector unions and UnionsWA, advocated for a change to 

public sector wages policy in the 2019/20 financial year.  To support this work, the Save Our 

Services campaign commissioned Ernst & Young (EY) to provide a report on the economic impact 

of the current Western Australian public sector wages policy and potential future scenarios.  It 

estimates the approximate direct and indirect stimulatory effect on the economy that would result 

from improved wage increases.  This report was finalised in January 2020 and provided to Minister 

for Industrial Relations, Bill Johnston, by public sector union leaders on Friday 13 March 2020. 

The Save Our Services campaign had planned to provide the report to a number of other Labor 

Members of Parliament following this meeting.  However, the escalation of the COVID19 public 

health emergency disrupted these plans. 

On Tuesday 14 April 2020, public sector union leaders met with representatives of the Government 

to discuss the concerning trend of public sector wage freeze announcements across several 

jurisdictions in Australia.  Union leaders sought confirmation that a similar announcement would 

not be made in WA and was advised that there was no immediate or planned wage freeze.  It 

therefore came as a surprise to public sector unions when The West Australian published an article 

the following day entitled “Coronavirus crisis: WA’s public servants should shoulder some of the 

State’s economic burden, says Treasurer Ben Wyatt.”  The article raised the prospect of a pay freeze 

for WA public sector workers. 

We were relieved to receive verbal clarification from Minister Johnston’s office, following the 

publication of the article, that the government was not immediately changing its policy and that 

negotiated pay increases would not be withdrawn as suggested by the journalist.  However, 

uncertainty as to the future of public sector wages policy beyond the immediate period prompted 

WA public sector unions to come together to develop a more unified approach to addressing the 



 

 

matter.  As of the end of the 2019/20 Financial Year, the CPSU/CSA and other public sector unions 

had reached agreement on a set of shared principles around which to structure discussion between 

union and government leaders in July 2020. 

The CPSU/CSA continues to be a driving force in these joint union discussions in the lead-up to the 

next round of sector-wide bargaining in December.  The CPSU/CSA’s contributions to these 

discussions will continue to be informed by economic data regarding COVID19 recovery, political 

analysis, and membership experiences. 

Strategic plan  

In December 2019, the CPSU/CSA Governing Council endorsed a new strategic plan for the union.  

The CPSU/CSA Strategic Plan 2020-2022 positions the union to respond to a rapidly changing 

political and industrial landscape while remaining focused on building member power.  To achieve 

this, it is divided between timeless and time-bound elements.  

● Timeless elements express the values and purpose of our work, which stay consistent over 

time.  

● Time-bound elements focus on how we will measure our effectiveness in delivering those 

outcomes.  These time-bound elements are reviewed to ensure they reflect the union’s 

operating environment. 

The combination of these elements has provided the union flexibility to respond to the COVID19 

crisis.  

Timeless elements 

Purpose 

Values 

Theory of Union 

Time-bound elements 

Planning set up 

Strategic plan 

Ambition 

Where to Play 

Theory of Winning 

Capacities and Resources 

Management Systems 



 

 

Transition 

Implementation 

Monitoring and review 

 

Timeless elements 

The timeless elements of the CPSU/CSA Strategic Plan 2020-2022 provided a useful framework 

around which to structure the union’s response to the unforeseeable challenges of the past six 

months.  They are as follows: 

Our purpose statement  

The CPSU/CSA is a union of members working to deliver public services in WA.  

Our union’s purpose is to develop the capacity and confidence of members to 

collectively build and maintain power in their workplaces.  

We exercise this power to win improved industrial and workplace rights, 

fairness, and dignity.  Strong union workplaces deliver better public services for 

WA.  

 

Our values 

Equity: We acknowledge imbalances of power within our society and seek for 

all people to be able to access the opportunities and support they need to 

reach their full potential and lead their lives with dignity.  

Justice: We pursue fair and just treatment for people in and beyond the 

workplace.  

Respect: We celebrate diversity, genuinely listen to each individual voice, and 

treat all people with respect and dignity.  



 

 

Solidarity: We support and stand with others in their struggle for justice.  

Integrity: We act with transparency and accountability, and always in the 

interests of members. Theory of Union If we organise and mobilise members to 

build action at scale, and align worker and community interests, we will 

pressure the government to improve public sector jobs and service delivery. 

 

Theory of Union 

If we organise and mobilise members to build action at scale, and align worker 

and community interests, we will pressure the government to improve public 

sector jobs and service delivery. 

Time-bound elements 

The time-bound elements of the CPSU/CSA Strategic Plan 2020-2022 centre on the specific 

“ambitions” or objectives that the union seeks to achieve over the three-year life of the plan.  These 

are supported by content about where and how those ambitions will be achieved (“Where to Play” 

and “Theory of Winning”); the skills, knowledge and resources required to carry out this work 

(Capacities and Resources); and the mechanisms by which the union will keep the work on track 

(Management Systems). 

The overarching ambition of the Strategic Plan is to be: 

“A growing, active, member-led union that builds power to win.” 

The more specific ambitions contained within the plan, feed into the achievement of this 

overarching ambition by speaking to the five particular elements within it, specifically: 

1. Growing our membership 

2. Increasing participation of members in union activity 

3. Developing union member leaders in the workplace 

4. Winning good jobs and rights 

5. Building and exercising the collective power of our membership 



 

 

The time-bound aspects of the CPSU/CSA Strategic Plan 2020-2022 are scheduled for quarterly 

review through the life of the plan.  The first review of 2020 was postponed until the beginning of 

the new financial year due to COVID19. 

In the early months of 2020 union staff focused on foundational work to support the 

implementation of the Strategic Plan including, but not limited to the:  

● development of improved online resources and self-directed guides for members and 

delegates; 

● streamlining and rationalisation of industrial instruments; 

● creation of renewed delegate training module which aligns with the strategic plan; 

● the adoption of new organising approaches and delivery of staff training to enable the 

union office to better support workplace delegates; and, 

● development of a new database and website to facilitate workplace organising and improve 

member capacity and connection to resources. 

During the COVID19 crisis, the focus of union staff shifted to directly delivering support to 

members across the sector.  During this period, the union office received a four-fold increase in 

requests for assistance.  As staff were unable to attend worksites, delegates and members were 

supported to take responsibility for resolving issues directly with their agency.  Across the sector, 

members and delegates have self-advocated on matters including remote work, occupational 

health and safety, leave entitlements, redeployment, and rostering.  

As demand for direct support reduced through June and into the new financial year, staff have 

returned focus to establishing the systems and capacity required to improve support to members 

over the coming years.  

Early indications from the first time-bound review are that COVID19 restrictions, by necessity, 

drove the development and implementation of member-led organising approaches faster than 

expected.  However, shifting staff focus to address the increased demand for support during this 

period has delayed the rollout of some systems and capacity elements planned for 2020.  

Governing Council will consider the results of the first review and strategic adjustments to time-

bound ambitions in the second half of 2020.   

Your Union Agreement  

The last financial year came to a close with a mass delegate meeting to endorse the balloting of 

the Government’s second offer for the Public Sector CSA Agreement 2019, which determines the pay 

and conditions for the majority of CPSU/CSA members.  The offer members secured provided a 



 

 

significant improvement in conditions and broke the Government's restrictive wages policy by 

winning cost items above their proposed $1,000 cap.  

In preparing for the negotiations for the Public Sector CSA General Agreement 2019, the CPSU/CSA 

set out to: 

● Maximize the financial benefit for the lowest-paid workers covered by this agreement; 

● Seek to reduce the gender pay gap in WA; 

● Seek to increase the numbers of first peoples in the WA public sector by giving due 

recognition to their customs and lores; and,   

● Push back against the trend of privatization of the delivery of public services. 

Financial benefit for the lowest-paid workers 

The largest pay increases in the Agreement went to Level 1 employees at increments 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 

1.7.  At Level 1, employees are predominantly female.  From 13 June 2019, these workers receive an 

annual salary increase of $3,581.  The sum is achieved by a combination of a salary increase and 

the compaction of the level one increments from eight to four. 

Casual employees also benefited significantly from the Agreement through an increase in casual 

loadings from 20–25%, a minimum engagement time of three hours and the recognition of prior 

experience to ensure casuals benefit from incremental advance. 

Reduce the gender pay gap in WA 

Nationally the gender pay gap sits at 14%, but is at 21.8% in Western Australia.  Addressing this 

inequality was a significant focus of this Agreement.  The salary increases provided to Level 1 

employees, and the benefits for casuals, both of whom are predominantly female was an important 

improvement.  

The union also identified that parental leave has a significant impact on the superannuation 

balances of public sector workers who choose to take this leave during their careers.  This is 

observable in the analysis undertaken by actuaries Rice Warner in 2019.  

This research identified that men aged between 30 and 60 have retirement savings worth 42% 

more than women of the same age.  The gender gap is at its greatest for women aged between 

their late 30s and mid-40s.  In part, this reflects the longer breaks women have historically taken to 

engage in unpaid family care.  



 

 

Clause 39 of the Agreement begins to address these concerns by providing for up to 12 weeks of 

employer superannuation contributions on unpaid maternity, adoption and other-parent leave.  

The union believes this to be a first in the WA public sector. 

Seek to increase the numbers of first peoples in the WA public sector by giving due recognition to 
their customs and lores 

The most recent state of the sector report advises Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander workers 

form 2.7% of the WA public sector.  

The union knows that 2.7% is too low.  We can and should increase the employment of Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander people by ensuring those workers know that we acknowledge and 

respect their traditions. 

Clause 38 of the Agreement provides for up to five days of paid leave for employees who identify 

as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander, to attend cultural or ceremonial obligations under custom or 

traditional law.  Again, the union believes this is a first for the Western Australian public sector. 

Push back against the trend of privatization of the delivery of public services. 

Governments are now more aware of the increased risks and costs of privatisation.  In this financial 

year, the Government decided to cut short a five-year contract to run the 260-bed Melaleuca 

Remand and Reintegration facility for women prisoners and return management to public hands.   

In Clause 15 of the Agreement the Government recognises that direct employment is the preferred 

form of engagement and permanent employment is the preferred mode of employment.  Clause 

58 of the Agreement also provides for a review of so-called “Common Use Agreements”.  These are 

public services which have been privatised.  Further, employers will separately review the 

contracting out of a number of formerly in-house services, including payroll, HR and IT.  The union 

will use these reviews to campaign for public services to be provided by public sector workers.  

The union, together with government and employers, has negotiated an Agreement which 

provides financial and socially progressive outcomes, which will set the standard for employment 

conditions across the state.   

These outcomes include: 

● 12 weeks superannuation on unpaid parental leave  

● Five paid days Cultural and Ceremonial Leave for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders  

● Casual loading increased to 25%, with three-hour minimum engagement 

● Compaction of Level 1 band 



 

 

● New public sector holiday day-in-lieu 

● Increase to Adult Traineeship rates of pay  

● Increased ability to review Workload Management 

● Two paid union meetings per year 

● No increase to Government Regional Officers' Housing (GROH)  

● Review into discounted public transport  

● An extra day for Bereavement Leave  

● No privatisation 

● Stronger protections to protect public sector jobs 

The final offer was balloted in late July and early August 2019.  Thousands of members voted on 

the Agreement, with 87% choosing to endorse the offer.  Following this positive result, the 

Agreement was formally registered with the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission on 

4 November 2019.  After celebrating the considerable gains secured in this Agreement, the union 

moved to progress bargaining for the additional eight “satellite” general agreements toward 

resolution. 

Satellite agreements 

Satellite agreements address the specific needs of members in specialised areas, including justice, 

education and family support and dental officers.  The workers covered by these agreements 

benefit from the flow-on effects of the Public Sector CSA Agreement 2019 whilst also securing 

conditions specific to their particular work contexts.  In the 2019 bargaining cycle members 

covered by satellite agreements secured significant improvements including:  

● The clarification and improvement of flexible working arrangements in the Department of 

Education (School Support Officers) CSA Agreement 2019 agreement to allow flexible start 

and finish times; 

● Improved inductions to meet identified training needs in the areas of duty of care, dignity of 

risk and personal liability for workers covered by the Social Trainers CSA Agreement 2020; 

● The recognition of mental ill-health as a legitimate reason to request personal leave in the 

Youth Custodial Officers CSA General Agreement 2019; 

● The removal of the requirement to repay annual leave payouts if workers are reemployed 

under the Electorate and Research Employees CSA Agreement 2019; and many more across 

the sector.  

● The provision of relevant database access for workers covered by the Department of 

Communities (Family Support Officers) Agreement 2019 for the purpose of carrying out their 



 

 

duties in a safe manner; and a change to their position title to better reflect the importance 

of their work.  

In addition to these achievements, Residential College members secured a reclassification of their 

jobs and an instant pay rise between $3,000 and $30,000.  After years of hard work, planning and 

determination of delegates, new administrative arrangements were agreed between the 

Department and the union.  These arrangements include a reclassification of job levels to fall in line 

with the general public sector and significant adjustments to allowances. 

The final satellite agreements were finalised in April 2020.  All members were notified of the 

registration of their agreement and new employment conditions flowing from their satellite 

agreement and the conditions secured in the Public Sector CSA Agreement 2019. 

Database and website upgrade 

The upgrade of the IMIS Database Management System and the development of a new CPSU/CSA 

website continued in 2020.  

As noted in the CPSU/CSA 2018/2019 Annual Report, significant research was undertaken to align 

the CPSU/CSA’s choice of customer relationship management software with the services used by 

other unions.  This work has been successful.  

In October 2019, the Australian Council of Trade unions announced IMIS would be the preferred 

provider of data management across the union movement.  The decision made in June 2019 to 

continue using the IMIS database Management System has provided the CPSU/CSA access to the 

ACTU Innovation Hub, which employs specialist staff to coordinate access of all affiliated unions to 

the IMIS platform.  

The cost of participation in the Innovation Hub is provided as part of the CPSU/CSA affiliation to 

the ACTU.  Over time, participation in the Hub will provide significant financial and service benefits 

to the CPSU/CSA including;   

● Significantly reduced build costs for future functions not provided on standard IMIS 

products; 

● Reduced licensing costs per user through an ACTU-wide group buy; 

● Reduced financial transaction costs;   

● Enhanced access to union specific training and support; and,  

● Access to specialist IT professionals who understand union business models 



 

 

At the height of the COVID19 crisis, the database upgrade team paused work on the project to 

support internal communications, and IT needs.  When the project recommenced in June, staff 

identified four critical priorities for project delivery.  

● A member-only website which provides access to worksite details and a resource library of 

up-to-date and version-controlled materials to support the activity of members, delegates 

and staff in the workplace; 

● A growth focused web page which makes it easier for public sector worker to find their 

union and for members and delegates to confidently refer their colleagues;  

● A staff site which allows organisers and other union staff to undertake their duties in the 

field; and, 

● A billing module which supports the payment systems used across the union including 

payroll deduction.  

At the time of writing, three of the four core deliverables are on track for launch.  Council will 

receive further information in the latter half of 2020. 

  Operational Reports_   

UnionLink 

UnionLink Advisors provide the essential service of advising and advocating for members and 

delegates about individual industrial matters and disputes.  The industrial matters that UnionLink 

provided advice on include: 

● Industrial issues surrounding COVID19 

● Performance management 

● Filling a public sector vacancy 

● Discrimination 

● Reclassification 

● Redeployment and redundancy 

● Bullying 

● Conversion to permanency 

● Allegations of breach of discipline or misconduct 

● Breach of standards 

● Disputes regarding Award or Agreement entitlements 

● Workload 

● Fitness for work  



 

 

The UnionLink Advice line operates from 8.30 am to 4.30 pm Monday to Friday.  Advice is provided 

to members and delegates over the telephone and also by email.  

UnionLink Advisors also manage individual caseloads for matters which require more attention 

than simple email advice and/or require contact with the employer.  Casework is necessary for 

industrial issues that are complex or need significant time and attention of the UnionLink Advisor.  

The UnionLink team works collaboratively with the union’s other teams on campaigns, identifies 

organising opportunities and potential delegates, identifies trends and issues as they emerge for 

the union to provide timely advice and policy direction, trains members/delegates, refers matters 

to our Industrial Services Group and offers initial advice to other sections of the union on collective 

issues.  Advisors also provide referrals to Slater & Gordon for non-industrial matters for the free 

consultation offered by the firm. 

UnionLink’s busiest year to date 

In this financial year, there was an unprecedented demand for assistance from Unionlink due to the 

evolving situation relating to COVID19.  In early March 2020, the number of emails and calls 

increased to four times more than usual.  To put this into figures, whilst the difference between 

financial year 2017/18 and 2018/2019 was an increase of 372 calls over the whole financial year, 

UnionLink experienced an increase in the number of calls in March 2020 alone of 450.  

Our UnionLink administrative assistant undertakes reception duties and answers approximately 

1000 calls each month. During the COVID19 emergency, phone calls increased by nearly an extra 

600 per month.  Other admin staff within the union have joined our administrative assistant to 

cover reception duties for the remainder of the financial year.  

Ensuring support to members 

To cope with the unprecedented demand on the UnionLink service, Industrial Officers, Organisers 

and Learning and Development staff joined UnionLink Advisors in providing advice and assistance 

on COVID19 related queries.  The addition of these 16 staff members resulted in a temporary name 

change to create the “SuperLink” team of 22 staff members who were on hand to assist members 

in a time of need.   

In addition to redirecting staff to address the increase in workload, the union prioritised moving 

Unionlink and reception to remote operations to ensure the continuity of these core functions, as 

well as the safety and health of staff.  This was the first time in our history that the UnionLink 

service was moved offsite.  



 

 

Assistance to members during COVID19 

Unionlink provided members with assistance on a diversity of matters during the 

COVID19 crisis. Their work included, but was not limited to: 

● Advising members on leave entitlements 

● Advising members in relation to general COVID19 queries 

● Assisting members to obtain approval for working from home applications 

● Advising on Occupational Safety and Health matters in relation to COVID19 

● Creation of resources and templates for members to use to advocate for leave 

and work from home. 

Notable wins for the financial year 

The UnionLink team has assisted many members and delegates in achieving successful outcomes 

this financial year. These have included: 

● Supporting members to appeal the employer’s decision where they were denied conversion 

to permanency and to obtain permanency  

● Assisting members to have their breach of standards claims upheld 

● Assisting members to obtain back pay for on-call allowances that have been unpaid for 

several years 

● Assisting members to have bullying claims upheld 

● Assisting members to obtain transfers 

● Assisting members with medical needs to ensure the employer accommodates those needs 

● Assisting members where the employer was trying to discriminate against them based on 

grounds contained in the Equal Opportunity Act (WA) 1984, including breastfeeding 

responsibilities and family and caring responsibilities.  

● Assisting members advance travel allowance claims 

Learning and Development 

Learning and Development (L&D) provides quality professional development and training 

opportunities for our delegates and members and links with other union teams to promote the 

needs and aspirations of our union and members. 



 

 

Our primary focus remains supporting the learning and development of our delegates, whether it 

is formal classroom training, one-to-one coaching or providing support and assistance for 

campaigns in various agencies or departments. 

Throughout the year, we assisted delegates in agency planning days by developing and building 

strategies for making workplaces safer and fairer through working collectively.  Our Banksia Hill 

delegates organised a Planning Day to discuss the issue of safety at their workplace.  Together, we 

developed proactive and reactive strategies based on the issues our members face in their 

workplace. 

Our Members in the public sector continue to be negatively impacted by insufficient staffing, 

department restructures or re-organisations and other workplace stressors.  In response, we assist 

delegates and members in delivering Lunch and Learn (L&L) sessions in workplaces to educate 

members on topics such as dealing with stress and increasing workloads. 

In conjunction with our DPLH delegates, we organised a webinar L&L on how to cope with the 

pressures of working from home during COVID19.  This was a popular and successful session and 

also saw new members join our union family due to the work of our delegates and our union 

Growth Team. 

These L&L sessions are easy to organise, fun, informative, and offer practical workplace solutions.  

They link together our delegates and Organising teams, which often leads to potential members 

joining us after a positive union experience.  

Our training delivery is statewide.  We delivered courses based at the union office in Perth, in 

regional centres, in workplaces or over the web with 642 members attending.  We continue to 

invest in delivering regional training for Members and delegates, assisting our outlying regional 

delegates to attend planning events if they are located in the metro or regional areas.  

Unfortunately, our regional visit schedule in the early part of the year was suspended due to the 

impact of COVID19. 

The types of courses we delivered and attendance they attracted are summarised below: 

● 19 delegate courses with 144 delegates 

● 43 professional development courses with 312 Members 

● 16 Lunch & Learns with 286 attendees 

This financial year has been one of interruption and change.  Our team's focus has been assisting 

the implementation of the CPSU/CSA Strategic Plan 2020-2022, our new database and being part 

of a union-wide effort to adapt and respond to the challenges posed by COVID19. 



 

 

Implementation of the new strategic plan has led to the L&D team being involved in redrafting our 

curriculum, assisting our Transition team and delivering internal training on our new database and 

systems.  This impacts our training delivery as our efforts have been directed into various priority 

areas in the short term. 

The L&D team is continuously striving to add to, update or change our training delivery and 

content based upon your feedback.  If there are things we can do better, alternative course 

suggestions or changes that will make things easier, please let us know. 

Communications and database team  

During the 2019/2020 financial year, the CPSU/CSA communications and database staff worked 

under a trial structure that sought to align the team’s functions with the development of the 

CPSU/CSA Strategic Plan 2020-2022.  

During this period, the organisation’s scope of communications work developed significantly to 

cover previous functions, new demands caused by COVID19, and new functions required under the 

Strategic Plan. 

Your Union Agreement 

The participation of members and delegates drives the negotiation and agreement registration 

cycle.  No decision is made without the endorsement of workplace delegates and being balloted to 

the affected membership.  The primary way members are engaged in the negotiation cycle is 

through the communications team.  

During this bargaining cycle communications staff:  

● Surveyed all members on their views, organised delegates forums and produced materials 

conveying the diverse opinions of members across the sector; 

● Communicated the development of claims in the main agreement and more than 12 

different satellite agreements; 

● Provided ballots to 12,500 thousand members across 130 agencies and 280 different 

employment types to vote on employer offers; and, 

● Provided factsheets, posters and written advice on changes to the membership across email, 

web, print and social media.  

The segmentation of CPSU/CSA workers into specific agreements requires highly specialised list 

building to ensure all members receive a ballot for the correct agreement.  In this cycle, the 

accuracy of this process improved due to the technical skill provided by the new membership 



 

 

technology team.  The mapping work undertaken by these staff will be replicated in the new IMIS 

database.  This will significantly reduce workload for future YUA cycles. 

Database and website 

The database project, which commenced a delivery agreement with ASI in late 2019, was paused 

during the height of the COVID19 crisis.  The project is now back on track, as discussed above.  The 

website is scheduled for delivery in the second half of 2020, and the staff side customer 

relationship management system is expected to be online for 2021.  This system, along with an 

upgrade to cloud-based office systems, will allow organisers to work more effectively in the field 

and support improved member access to resources.  

Website and growth 

To align with the CPSU/CSA Strategic Plan 2020-2022, the CPSU/CSA communications team has 

placed a renewed focus on digital marketing and lead generation.  Currently, only 12,500 of the 

approximately 35,000 public sector workers covered by the CPSU/CSA are members of their union.  

These workers are protected by the collective gains of members and undermine our collective 

negotiating strength.  

In the 2019/2020 financial year, the communications team has focused on developing resources 

which will engage these workers and ensure they see the value of joining their union.  The central 

piece of this work has been rebuilding the union’s public-facing website to encourage new 

members to join.  Currently, more than 80% of traffic to the website is unique.  This presents a 

significant opportunity for join conversion through online sign-ups, marketing material and lead 

generation.  

This new website and related digital marketing strategies will go-live in the second half of 2020.  

Member support 

In 2020 the restructured communications team has dedicated a staff member to reviewing and 

improving the support offered to members across the union.  As part of this work, a review has 

been undertaken of 8000 documents currently used by staff and made available to members.  This 

process and preliminary member interviews have identified the need for a program of work to 

improve member communication practices including; 

● Improving base processes which support email distribution including the integration of the 

mass communications system into the IMIS database; 



 

 

● Improving common member experiences such as the join process, agreement participation 

and resource access; 

● Development of a version-controlled resource library to give members the information they 

need, when they need it; and,  

● Targeted member-centred communications which respond to member needs identified 

through mass data-collection and UnionLink interaction.   

This work has been mapped and integrated into processes across the union.  Members will begin 

to see the impact of this work with the roll-out of the member portal as part of the database 

upgrade.  

Member communications 

During the COVID19 crisis, the need for member communication significantly increased.  

Inconsistent application of Public Sector Labor Relations circulars across Agencies required highly 

tailored communication including;  

● Template letters and materials to support work from home and remote work applications 

across the sector; 

● Proactive identification and support for managing occupational health and safety issues; 

● Updates on sector-wide matters to all members and targeted communication on agency-

specific issues; and, 

● Email and phone surveys to understand changed working environments including work 

from home, social distancing arrangements and alternate duties.  

These targeted communications were supported by a member landing page which provided up-

to-date resources for all public sector workers and further support to members through a targeted 

email list.  

Moving into the second half of 2020, the communications team is shifting focus to supporting the 

Child Protection Resourcing Campaign - Every Child Counts and engaging members in the next 

bargaining cycle.  

 

The CSA Centre   

The vacancy rate in The City of Perth during the 2019/2020 financial year was reported as 17.6%, 

down from the previous year of 18.5%.  Despite the business impact of COVID19, the future for the 

CBD is still looking positive.  It is the lowest vacancy rate in four and a half years.  



 

 

The CSA Centre is still setting the trend for the East Perth business district.  Currently, we have 2.5% 

of the CSA premises vacant meaning there is 177 sqm space available for lease.  The entire floor 

space of the CSA premises is 6,600 sqm making it a 96.6% occupancy rate.   

Although there is still a problematic commercial rental market, we have managed to retain most of 

our tenants that have leases coming up for renewal, as well as attracting new tenants to add to our 

tenant listing. 

This year we welcomed The Community Legal WA to our tenant list, and we continue to use the 

new area on Level 1 for our own new meeting rooms.    

All internal capital works are now complete.  This has made each floor a more attractive 

proposition for existing tenants and encouraged lease renewal.  

The CPSU/CSA is now looking at the implementation of solar and other environmentally conscious 

ways to both reduce our carbon footprint and make the CSA Centre tenancies more attractive.  

With the completion of the new Westin Hotel on Hay Street and the proximity of other hotels, we 

are now focusing on utilising the sixth-floor Training & Conference Centre during times when it is 

not required for our use.  

The capital works of the last couple of years have been instrumental in making this an inviting 

premise for those hotels that need additional capacity to hold larger conferences and other events. 

Building Tenants 

Level 6 

CPSU/CSA Council Chambers / Training and Conference Centre 

Level 5  

CPSU/CSA 

Level 4  

Exearne Pty Ltd; 

UnionsWA 

Level 3 

WASO; The West Australian Symphony Orchestra: 

Auscript 



 

 

Level 2  

I & E Systems Pty Ltd 

Level 1 

CPSU-PSU Group WA Branch;  

Spark and Cannon /Dataworx;  

Women’s Legal Service 

Ground Floor  

The Community legal WA,  

Humanitarian Group; 

Managing Migration/ South Park Education;  

Cariad Consulting 

Organising 

The last financial year has seen the Organising Division support significant wins by CPSU/CSA 

members. 

Our continued focus on working closely with member leaders has meant that we are building a 

network of empowered, educated and union proud delegates who can drive change at a workplace 

and agency level. 

The development of the CPSU/CSA Strategic Plan 2020-2022 will build on this further as we 

implement the new structure of the organising division. 

This new organising structure has a specific focus on the two most effective pathways for growing 

a bigger, stronger and effective Union; building the capacity of delegates and winning on the 

campaigns that matter to members. 

In 2019/20 Organising staff participated in an internal training program to make sure all staff are 

equipped to grasp the opportunities of the new strategic plan. 

We also invested in the skills and development of our Lead Organiser team with all Leads 

participating in a management course delivered by Reveille Strategy.  

After months of organisers and delegates working together to deliver workplace actions, the Public 

Service CSA Agreement 2019 went to ballot in August, and the new agreement was registered in 

November. 



 

 

Once again, we demonstrated that when members, delegates and union staff work together, we 

can achieve amazing outcomes for public sector workers. 

In 2019/20, we continued our pursuit of permanent jobs for members employed on fixed-term 

contracts across the sector with several members gaining secure jobs after years of rolling 

contracts. 

Part of this effort saw collaboration between organisers, delegates and ISG result in the Adult 

Migration Education program team at TAFE securing permanent employment. 

Another fantastic result was achieved this year for members in Residential Colleges who have been 

undervalued and under classified for several years.  Through delegate advocacy and leadership, 

members secured back-pay and a commitment to improved conditions going forward.  

The Education team have worked closely with the growth team to grow the membership, recruit 

new delegates and to build the foundations of union across the state.  The resulting win secured by 

ISG improves classifications, job security and pay for this group of members. 

The second half of the year was a challenging time for the organising division as we worked 

through the barriers of representing and supporting members and delegates through a global 

pandemic. 

Despite the constraints, organisers participated in an online organising course which assisted them 

in applying online and remote organising approaches to their work. 

Throughout this time organisers supported delegates and members to use OSH as a useful tool for 

action, held multiple online meetings with delegates and members and contributed to membership 

growth in four of the last five months of the 19/20 financial year. 

Industrial Services Group  

Advocating for member entitlements and rights, proper standards of probity and procedural 

fairness in performance and disciplinary matters continued to be the focus of the Industrial 

Services Group (ISG).  This focus was part of transitional measures related to the implementation of 

the CPSU/CSA Strategic Plan 2020-2022.   

The Strategic Plan envisages that ISG’s focus will shift more to supporting collective and agreement 

matters, empowering individual members and delegates with the tools to deal with individual or 

workforce issues.  The work includes: 



 

 

● reducing the number of awards and collective agreements; 

● improving mechanisms for job evaluation and reclassification; and 

● promoting anti-bullying and adverse action legislative change, which is proposed in the 

Industrial Relations Amendment Bill 2020.  

ISG consists of 5 Industrial Officers (several whom have legal qualifications or possess in-depth 

experience working for public sector unions), a manager, an administrative support officer and a 

research officer. 

In the 2019/2020 financial year, ISG worked on an average of 230 new or recurrent cases each 

month, with a total of 2,760 for the year.  These ranged from workers compensation claims, 

disciplinary matters, substandard performance issues, return to work or fitness for work, collective 

or campaign issues and agency-specific negotiations. 

ISG has oversight of the management of complex workers compensation cases by Slater and 

Gordon Lawyers, on behalf of the union, under a legal retainer.  At any one time, Slater and Gordon 

Lawyers have carriage of up to 50 such cases. 

ISG is continuing to advocate several variations to the CPSU/CSA Awards to update allowances and 

employer coverage, which required extensive research into CPI and other adjustment mechanisms.  

The application to vary the CPSU/CSA Awards to confirm the representation rights of delegates 

and CPSU/CSA officials and employees, which was made in the 2018/2019 financial year is 

ongoing.  The proposed variations are currently subject to conciliation.  

ISG continues to be successful in having disciplinary charges dismissed where the evidence is 

insufficient to support the allegations and in having the severity of proposed penalties reduced 

where a penalty is not justified in the circumstances.  Occasionally the Employment Disputes 

Resolution Act has been used to mediate a solution.   

Highlights of the year include: 

● Ensuring members can access union support in the workplace by protecting delegates. 

Prosecution has been initiated against an agency to reiterate delegates’ representation 

rights. 

● Providing advice on conversion to permanency in light of agency decisions inconsistent with 

Commissioners Instruction 23.  Several disputes have been lodged with the Western 

Australian Industrial Relations Commission, and two are awaiting hearing.  

● Contesting calls from the employer for members to retire on the grounds of ill health.  



 

 

● Successfully challenging an employer’s refusal to accept GP medical certificates as proof for 

entitlement to paid personal leave. 

● Assisting members with disputed working from home or COVID19 entitlements during the 

emergency. 

Commercial Partners 

Our union has partnered with several commercial service providers to add value to 

membership. The full suite of providers is listed on our website, under ‘benefits’. 

Shoprite – offers excellent discounts on a range of retail goods and services. www. 

shoprite.com.au  

Vero – an insurer offering cover for household building, and contents 

cpsucsa.org/save/item/vero-insurance 

CUA – a credit union providing financial services at discounted rates for union 

members.  www.cpsucsa.org/save/item/cua-2  

Slaters & Gordon Lawyers - a leading Australian law firm offering legal services 

to union members, either at no cost or for a reduced fee.   

www.slatergordon.com.au 

ME Bank – provides financial services at discounted rates for union members.  

www.cpsucsa.org/save/item/me-bank 
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